Effects of Spreading Conditions on the Aggregation Behavior of a Symmetric Diblock Copolymer Polystyrene- block-poly(methyl methacrylate) at the Air/Water Interface.
Langmuir monolayers and Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films of a symmetric diblock copolymer polystyrene- block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS- b-PMMA) were characterized by the film balance technique and tapping mode atomic force microscopy, respectively. Effects of both the spreading solution concentration and the surface concentration on the aggregation behavior of PS- b-PMMA at the air/water interface and the morphologies of its LB films were studied in detail. When the monolayers spread in different concentrations (≤0.50 mg/mL), all their initial morphologies exhibit tiny circular micelles because of the long hydrophilic PMMA block in the copolymer. The initial tiny circular micelles form spontaneously and then aggregate into small ones upon compression, which can further coalesce into rodlike aggregates or large micelles depending on the spreading concentrations. The LB films of PS- b-PMMA usually exhibit various mixed structures of rodlike aggregates and circular micelles, which can further transform into labyrinth patterns under some special spreading conditions. Besides spreading concentration and volume, we discover that the detailed spreading process should also be responsible for the initial and final morphologies of the LB films. Furthermore, the LB films prepared under different spreading conditions can be regarded as in the equilibrium or nonequilibrium structures because of the kinetic effect difference resulting from the different PS chain entanglement degrees.